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How have fat injections to the face im-

proved the results of facelift surgeries? 

Facial aging is a combination of stretch-

ing and sagging of the facial tissues as 

well as loss of the youthful fat volume 

in the face. Surgically moving lax facial 

skin uphill without addressing the facial 

volume loss may create surgical results 

that appear pulled and unnatural. Adding 

fat to volume-depleted areas of the face 

during surgery restores the volume loss 

and results in a more refreshed, natural 

appearance.

“Approximately 70 percent 
of the fat cells that are 
injected survive.”

How is fat added to the face?

Most middle-aged patients undergoing 

facelift surgery have some extra deposits of 

fat in the lower abdomen or hip areas that 

are useful sites to obtain fat for re-injection. 

The fat is harvested by gentle liposuc-

tion using a small instrument introduced 

through a puncture in the skin. The fat is 

processed and immediately re-injected into 

the face in micro-droplets that will survive 

without moving out of position.

How long do fat injections last?

Scientific studies demonstrate that ap-

proximately 70 percent of the fat cells that 

are injected survive. The 30 percent of cells 

that don’t survive gradually disappear over 

the first three months. The remaining fat 

cells survive for the lifetime of the patient.

Do facial fat injections have any other 

benefits?

Clinical observations have shown that the 

facial skin overlying the fat injection sites 

can slowly improve in appearance, texture 

and sometimes pore size. This secondary 

benefit is thought to be due to the pres-

ence of adult stem cells that reside with 

the fat that is injected. More lab studies 

are ongoing to prove this theory.
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